With their Savona Collection, BassamFellows offers a suite of five textiles that bring out the best characteristics of wool in all-season blends that merge luxury, performance, crispness, and a soft hand. The effect is natural, with subtle variations in yarns that impart an almost handmade quality to many of the patterns, but without the woolly, wintery feel. All five Savona Collection textiles express the ease and relaxed comfort of the Italian coastal resort after which the collection is named. Three of the five patterns—Bellano, Panno di Dolce, and Resca—are also made in Italy by the same mill that produces Geiger Textiles’ popular Capri and Milaner patterns. Because the constructions rely heavily on natural fibers, the Savona Collection tailors exquisitely on furniture, delivering contract durability with a residential sensibility.
Bellano is a blend of three natural fibers—wool, linen, and alpaca—with just enough nylon for durability. Wool maintains the level of performance, while linen lends a little shine and alpaca enriches the texture. Bellano takes color beautifully in this extensive palette, which includes Sunflower and Magenta, two bold highlights of the collection.

**APPLICATION**
Seating, Geiger Tackboards

**CONTENT**
75% Wool, 10% Linen, 8% Nylon, 7% Alpaca

**ABRASION**
40,000 Cycles, Martindale

**FLAMMABILITY**
CA TB 117-2013

**ENVIRONMENTAL**
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold
Contains Bio-Based Materials

**NO. OF COLORWAYS**
14

**PRICE GROUP**
7

**NET PRICE**
$80 per yard

Panno di Dolce
Not all flannel wools are created equal. Getting the look just right for Panno di Dolce meant mixing the right combination of yarns—including 15 percent alpaca—to achieve contract-level performance with a luxurious hand. Available in a selection of versatile neutrals, Panno di Dolce is a core part of our offer.

**APPLICATION**
Seating, Geiger Tackboards

**CONTENT**
65% Wool, 20% Nylon, 15% Alpaca

**ABRASION**
75,000 Cycles, Martindale

**FLAMMABILITY**
CA TB 117-2013

**ENVIRONMENTAL**
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold
Contains Bio-Based Materials

**NO. OF COLORWAYS**
8

**PRICE GROUP**
7

**NET PRICE**
$76 per yard

Piccolo
Crafted to perform, this fine-scale wool blend still exhibits natural variations due to the fact that it’s made on a worsted system, like fine suiting. Worsted wool is constructed from longer staple yarns, finely combed. Even though Piccolo is priced at entry-level, the subtleness of its patterning draws comparison to a sophisticated men’s tie or fabric options found in a bespoke tailor’s shop.

**APPLICATION**
Seating, Geiger Tackboards

**CONTENT**
39% Wool, 36% Nylon, 13% Rayon, 12% Post-Consumer Recycled Polyester

**FINISH**
PFOA-Free Stain Resistant

**BACKING**
Acrylic

**ABRASION**
100,000 Cycles, Martindale

**FLAMMABILITY**
CA TB 117-2013

**ENVIRONMENTAL**
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold
Contains Bio-Based Materials
Contains Recycled Content

**NO. OF COLORWAYS**
10

**PRICE GROUP**
4

**NET PRICE**
$48 per yard

Resca
With its subtle nod to menswear and smart blend of natural fibers—wool, alpaca, and just enough linen to perform for contract specifications—Resca lands solidly in the sweet spot for Geiger Textiles. The light and dark yarns create a micro woven pattern reminiscent of a classic men’s herringbone sport coat.

**APPLICATION**
Seating, Geiger Tackboards

**CONTENT**
75% Wool, 10% Linen, 8% Nylon, 7% Alpaca

**ABRASION**
40,000 Cycles, Martindale

**FLAMMABILITY**
CA TB 117-2013

**ENVIRONMENTAL**
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold
Contains Bio-Based Materials

**NO. OF COLORWAYS**
6

**PRICE GROUP**
7

**NET PRICE**
$86 per yard
STRISCIA
Characterized by its painterly vertical stripes and their distinct combinations of colored yarns, Striscia works beautifully as a complement to a great many neutrals available from Geiger Textiles. The generous hand is due to the fact that the yarns are made on a woolen system, which introduces modest unevenness and natural variation, adding depth to its plain weave construction.

APPLICATION
Seating

CONTENT
73% Wool, 24% Rayon, 3% Nylon

FINISH
PFOA-Free Stain Resistant

BACKING
Acrylic

REPEAT
13” H

ABRASION
100,000 Cycles, Martindale

FLAMMABILITY
CA TB 117-2013

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold
Contains Bio-Based Materials

NO. OF COLORWAYS
8

PRICE GROUP
8

NET PRICE
$92 per yard

All fabrics meet ACT Performance Guidelines for contract use.
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